
Healing in Community during COVID-19 

 
  

Dear Shepherds, 

  

During these times of uncertainty, our participants, their families, and our staff may be experiencing 

high stress, resulting in worry, anxiety and potentially worsening trauma symptoms and trauma-related 

behaviors. As schools and businesses close, our young people and families need us more than ever to 

provide them with the safety, consistency, and structure that they need to weather this health 

emergency and come out even more resilient on the other side. We know these things work.  We know 

that ‘healing happens in community,’  but it feels almost antithetical to current advice: that we must 

practice social distancing to prevent the spread of COVID-19, protect our most vulnerable communities, 

and #flattenthecurve so that our health care system can handle the cases coming in. 

  

But how do we do continue to heal in community when we may feel overwhelmed ourselves?  How 

can we maintain our own well-being so that we can be there for our colleagues, participants, families, 

and friends?  How can we strengthen our communities in times when physical gatherings are risky? 

How do we stay connected in community? 

  

Here are some ideas for self-care and community care in COVID-19 times: 

  

1)      Create or maintain rituals and/or routines 
·        Try to maintain rituals that were important to you prior to COVID-19. For 
example, if there was something you did when you came into work (made a cup of 
coffee or tea, for example), make sure to continue your rituals whether you are 
coming into the office or working from home. 
·       Some rituals may require modification – if you went around and checked in with 
colleagues, try texting a check-in, or leaving a post-it note where colleagues will see 
them. 
·       If your work environment has changed, create new comforting rituals that help 
you maintain a sense of normalcy. 
  

2)      Review and update your safety plans 
·       Safety plans can be helpful during times of overwhelm. Identify 5 coping 
strategies you could use – three of which are self-regulating and require nothing 
else except you, and two strategies that can be anything else that helps you manage 
emotions. 
·       If you already have a safety plan, review it to see if every strategy still works or if 
you need to change it. 
·       Write your strategies down – decorate your safety plan – put it somewhere 
visible or carry it on your keychain or in your wallet, if possible. 
·       If you feel comfortable, share your safety plan with a buddy/colleague so that 
you can remind each other to use it and support each other through the process. 



  
3)      Stay grounded – practice grounding activities that help you center yourself in 
preparation for your day, or whenever you need a break. Some ideas include: yoga, prayer, 
meditation, breathing on a count, visualization. 

·       A Meditation for Feeling As Safe As You Reasonably Can: 
https://www.rickhanson.net/a-meditation-for-feeling-as-safe-as-you-reasonably-ca
n/ 
·       Youtube – lots of yoga and meditation resources 
·       GIF for Breathing on a count: 
https://giphy.com/gifs/healthline-meditation-stress-relief-box-breathing-1xVc4s9oZ
rDhO9BOYt 
·       Share these resources and others with friends, family, and colleagues so that you 
can practice them together. 
  

4)      Utilize existing mental health resources 
·       Employee Assistance Program – for short-term free counseling: 1-800-964-3577 
·       If you see a therapist/counselor already, check if they can do remote phone or 
skype sessions. 
·       NYC Well – Text, call, or chat options for mental health and crisis intervention: 
1-888-NYC-WELL 
·       NYC Anti-Violence Project crisis hotline for LGBTQ & HIV- affected survivors: 
212-714-1141 
·       Safe Horizon’s domestic violence hotline: 1- 800-621-HOPE (4673) 
  

5)      Controlling what you can 

 

·       When everything is so uncertain, it can feel very out of control for ourselves and our 
participants. Think about what is within your control and what is not in your control. 
Aim to focus on the things within your direct control. Practice setting aside what is not 
within your control right now. 
·       Provide as much choice as possible – voice and choice is healing for trauma survivors 
who have had their choices taken away from them. Strive to provide as much choice as 
possible (with limits & boundaries) during this stressful time – choice in activity, choice 
in time, choice in food, choice in space, etc. If choice is not possible in the moment, 
gently explain why and provide clear guidelines and boundaries. 

https://www.rickhanson.net/a-meditation-for-feeling-as-safe-as-you-reasonably-can/
https://www.rickhanson.net/a-meditation-for-feeling-as-safe-as-you-reasonably-can/
https://giphy.com/gifs/healthline-meditation-stress-relief-box-breathing-1xVc4s9oZrDhO9BOYt
https://giphy.com/gifs/healthline-meditation-stress-relief-box-breathing-1xVc4s9oZrDhO9BOYt


6)  Connection – the unfortunate risk of social distancing is isolation and loneliness. We can combat this 

by finding new and old ways to connect: 

·       If face to face connection is not possible, try to use technology creatively. Create group 
chats with family, friends, or colleagues. Use facetime or skype for meetings. 
·       Go old-school – choose to call on the phone instead of text; consider writing emails, 
letters, or sending a card. Have fun with it and stay open to new possibilities with old-school 
ways. Hearing someone’s voice or receiving something tangible can be powerful in times like 
these. 
·       Use humor to deepen connection – send funny memes to cheer someone up, take 
pictures, or make videos that put a smile on each other’s faces. 
·       Create and share playlists – music is a great connector! 
·       Virtual circles – consider hosting virtual circles or community meetings on skype, zoom, 
or facetime. (Thanks @Harry Berberian for the idea!) 

  

7)      And finally, remember: when things feel uncertain, information changes daily, and there is 
no concrete end in sight, sometimes all we can do is the next right thing. 
  

                                           

  

  

For more ideas on how to recognize signs and symptoms of trauma in ourselves and our participants, as 

well as more self-care and community care ideas, please see the attached TIP of the Month resources. 

  

Let’s take care of each other, let’s stay #connectedincommunity, 
  

Irina & the TIP Steering Committee 

 


